Placental transmogrification of the lung presenting as giant bullae with soft-fatty components.
A 44-year-old man presented with progressive dyspnea and a previous pneumothorax. Chest CT scan showed a mediastinal shift due to giant bullae containing soft tissue and fatty components in the left lower lung lobe, and a right upper lung lobe partially collapsed. The pulmonary function tests revealed forced vital capacity (FVC) 53% (of the predicted) and forced vital capacity in 1s (FEV1) 52%. Then, resection of the lower lobe was performed with intention to prevent other pneumothoraxes and to revert the upper lobe collapse. The pathological examination showed a placental transmogrification of the lung (PTL). One month after the surgery, the patient was asymptomatic, the pulmonary function tests normalized and the upper lobe was well expanded. In conclusion, we described the first CT finding of soft tissue and fatty components within the PTL-related bullae, and the PTL should be considered in the differential diagnosis of pulmonary lesions with soft-fatty and air components.